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A mother in South Carolina fastened her two children snugly into their safety belts, only to sink
the car in the river in order to restore a romantic interest with a man who wanted her but not the
kids. An upper-middle class college couple in New Jersey, Brian Peterson and Amy Grossberg,
delivered a child in a motel room, then bashed its head and dropped it in a dumpster. Jeffrey
Dahmer was a serial killer, submerging himself in cannibalism and necrophilia. The Milwaukee
jury who tried him concluded that he was not insane - he was just evil.
What does the face of evil look like? A red-eyed Hannibal Lecter peering at us from the
shadows? No. It looks like the young couple down the street, the old man next door, the girl on
the checkout, the lecturer in the university; in other words, it looks like you and me.
The fact is, people in the West are in deep trouble. Not simply because such events which appal
us are taking place with increasing frequency, such that in the USA from 1985-1991 the number
of 16 year-olds arrested for murder rose 158%; the number of 15 year-olds rose 217% the number
of thirteen and fourteen year-olds rose 140% and the number of 12 year-olds 100%. Rather, we
are in trouble in that we have a crisis in finding a category by which to explain such things. What
used to be described as evil is now not simply being explained, but is in danger of being
explained away. can we honestly say evil exists as a moral category any more? Is it not it just
something else like 'sickness'? Is there such a thing as pure evil?[1]
As evangelical Christians we are being presented with an evangelistic opportunity to engage in a
thoughtful apologetic in order to enable a secular society to recognise that it is intellectually
bankrupt and has no substantial answer to the question of evil. What is proposed in this paper is
an exposé of two of the most common attempts to deal with
[p.5]
the issue and then to turn to the book of Ecclesiastes and some related NT passages in order to
provide a different framework within which to critically consider the matter of 'pure evil'.

Pure Materialism
This is the view that everything is to be understood in terms of material cause and effect. The
whole of existence is a result of impersonal, blind chance - with a capital C. This is the working
assumption of most TV programmes. Here the presupposition is that there is no great mind
behind the universe and no ultimate purpose either - only mere mechanism. Whatever sense we
have of 'right and wrong' does not reflect any objective universal moral standards - at best it is an
evolutionary device to ensure the survival of the species. Putting it crudely, this means that a
society which is well ordered and where people care for each other is more likely to produce the
conditions conducive for survival - the passing on of our genetic material to the next generation than one in which chaos and butchery reign.
Assume that this description of reality is correct, that as Jean Paul Sartre said - 'here we are all of
us eating and drinking to preserve our precious existence, and there is nothing, no reason for
existing'. Then what?
Then we are left living in a universe without morality. One person who saw the consequences of
this with remarkable clarity and conveyed it through his writings was the Marquis de Sade. If
nature is all there is, he argued, then whatever is, is right. There is no 'ought' - one cannot say one
should or should not do certain things because they are right or wrong. The moral category
simply collapses into the factual category - the 'ought' becomes the 'is'. For him the consequence
was his cruelty from which he derived sexual pleasure. He wrote in La Nouvellelustine (179197): 'As nature has made us (the men) the strongest, we can do with her (the woman) whatever
we please.' And he did, hence our term, sadism.
If one were to reply that 'society defines right and wrong, what is acceptable and unacceptable
behaviour', it would be possible to turn around and say 'So what?' But which society are we
talking about? Nazi society? Marxist society? Headhunting society? Society itself is a product of
blind, meaningless chance. Its so-called judgements are ultimately meaningless and are more
often than not the imposition of the will of those who have power. Indeed after de Sade, the one
philosopher who saw that power is all there is left if 'God is dead' was Nietzsche. In the 1880s he
proclaimed himself the 'immoralist', 'the antichrist', the 'conqueror of God'. In his Will to Power
he said: 'The world is the will to power - and nothing besides! And you yourselves are also this
will to power - and nothing besides.' Despite protestations to the contrary, Nietzsche's influence
on National Socialism is manifestly evident. Might is right.
However the view that there is no external morality, only what we construct ourselves and that
nature is all there is, has taken some in another direction which is hard to refute if we are going to
be consistent. Ingrid Newkirk, the President of People
[p.6]
for the Ethical Treatment of Animals compares meat eating to the Nazi holocaust. She says, 'Six
million Jews died in concentration camps, but six billion chickens will die here in
slaughterhouses.' She also says, 'a rat, is a pig, is a boy'. In other words we are all on the same
ethical plane. Strictly speaking if we are nothing but the products of blind, meaningless chance,
who can argue with that? We may be more complex than chickens, but who decides that
complexity is of a higher value than non-complexity? Evolution? Hardly, that is just an
impersonal sifting mechanism and is incapable of making any moral pronouncements.
Here, however we have a problem for this view forces us to raise the question: Where does our

moral sense actually come from? One person who has tried to answer this question from within a
purely materialistic paradigm is Michael Ruse, in his book, Taking Darwin Seriously. Here he
says:
The point about morality is that it is an adaptation to get us to go beyond regular wishes, desires and
fears, and to interact socially with people ... In a sense, therefore, morality is a collective illusion foisted
upon us by our genes. Note, however, that the illusion lies not in the morality itself but in its objectivity.
[2]

Ruse is saying that morality always carries a feeling of ought - that is where its power comes
from. There is, however, no objective grounding for this 'ought' for there is no God or
transcendent source of value. Our genes simply play a trick on us so as to ensure the survival of
the species through what he calls 'reciprocal altruism' whereby the reproductive success of an
individual is increased by helping others - for instance, I see someone drowning, I dive in to help
them and one day someone might do the same for me. Or it works by what Ruse calls 'kin
selection'. We feel a stronger sense of moral obligation to those of the same blood because this
will ensure the passing on of our family genes.
Yet if morality is to be understood simply as a self-preserving device that evolution has thrown
up, and therefore a trick to make us think that we are of value, when in fact we are not - after all a
cold impersonal universe is valueless - then it only works if we do not recognise it is a trick, if we
really do believe there is good and evil, right and wrong. But once we have seen through it, then
we can discard it and say - 'If I get pleasure out of killing, I kill. Who cares about the survival of
the species? We kill rats. Dinosaurs haven't survived and the universe does not weep. Why should
I?' Indeed it works in the opposite direction and the evolutionary trick has over-reached itself, for
now it makes sense to ignore its claims upon my conscience. If I realise someone is trying to con
me, then I should ignore the con.
Some, like the champion of atheism Richard Dawkins openly admit that the way to answer the
problem of evil is to deny its existence outright. So Dawkins writes:
[p.7]
In a universe of blind physical forces and genetic replication, some people are going to get hurt, other
people are going to get lucky, and you won't find any rhyme or reason in it, nor any justice. The universe
we observe has precisely the properties we should expect if there is, at bottom, no design, no purpose, no
evil and no other good. Nothing but blind, pitiless indifference. DNA neither knows nor cares. And we
dance to its music.[3]

In his thought, Dawkins is being consistent - that is all you are left with if there is no God, just no
purpose, no value.
Are we able to live with that? Imagine telling a raped woman that the rapist merely danced to his
DNA? Tell the victims of Auschwitz that their tormentors merely danced to their DNA. Explain
to the loved ones of those cannibalised by Jeffrey Dahmer that he merely danced to his DNA.
Any belief can be argued, even the belief of atheism, but not every belief can be lived. It is ironic
that Dawkins added his name to a list of eminent scientists who wrote a letter to the 'Guardian'
newspaper in 2002 calling upon the European Union to impose a grants embargo upon Israel
because of her behaviour towards the Palestinians. If Dawkins were to be intellectually consistent
he would simply have to say that the Israelis are dancing to their own DNA! He may not like the
dance, but so what? Some like to tango, some like to waltz. Here determinism merges with

relativism.
Sometimes atheists use the existence of evil as an argument against belief in God. One scholar for
whom this was a problem was the one time atheist C.S. Lewis. He writes:
My argument against God was that the universe seemed so cruel and unjust. But how have I got this idea
of just and unjust? A man does not call a line crooked unless he has some idea of a straight line. What
was I comparing this universe with when I called it unjust? ... Of course, I could have given up my idea
of justice by saying it was nothing but a private idea of my own. But if I did that, then my argument
against God collapsed too - for the argument depended on saying the world was really unjust, not simply
that it did not happen to please my private fancies.[4]

In other words, if believing in God causes us problems because of the existence of evil, not
believing in God brings with it its own problems too; how do we explain the good and so by way
of contrast - evil?
Which brings us to the next attempted explanation of 'evil'.
[p.8]

Pure Relativism
There is a very important scene in the film Pulp Fiction in which the two main characters Vincent
and Jules are on their way to commit a multiple murder contract. As they cruise through Los
Angeles, laughing and carefree, they indulge in what appears to be small talk, discussing what
hamburgers and quarter-pounders are called in France. 'Royale with Cheese' they joke. 'Is it
because they go by the metric system that they have different names?' asks one of them. The
point being made is a clever and serious one - what we name things is relative to culture. Words
are nothing more than cultural convention. An act or a thing has no intrinsic value. We decide
what to call it - the metric system of one is irrelevant to the imperial system of the other. A
quarter-pounder with cheese is to one that a royale with cheese is to another. Killing the
undefended to one is 'affirming the superior race to another'. Everything is relative.
Another film which spells out the problem of relativism, what is right for you is not necessarily
right for me - so don't judge, is a film called The Quarrel. The main characters, Hersh and Chiam
grew up together but separated because of a dispute about God and evil. Then came the holocaust
and each had thought the other had perished. Reunited by chance after the war, they become
embroiled once again in their boyhood quarrel. Hersh, now a Rabbi offers this challenge to his
atheist friend Chiam.
If there's nothing in the universe which is higher than human beings, then what's morality? Well, it's a
matter of opinion. I like milk; you like meat. Hitler likes to kill people; I like to save them. Who's to say
which is better? Do you begin to see the horror of this? If there is no master of the Universe, then who is
to say that Hitler did anything wrong? If there is no God, then the people who murdered your wife and
kids did nothing wrong.[5]

And that is correct. If there are no absolutes, then one morality cannot be said to be better or
worse than any other - they are just different. Some may prefer say, democratic morality, but then
a fascist might prefer Nazi morality and unless there is something beyond them to which they can
point and which will adjudicate between them, they cannot even say that Hitler was evil - he was
just different, that is all.

Following the pure materialist or the pure relativist, why not abandon any meaningful talk of
'evil' altogether and just speak about sickness, a deviation from the norm? In other words, why
not claim that there isn't morality, only therapy?
Thomas Harris posed the question of genuine evil with brutal honesty in his book, Silence of the
Lambs. In it the imprisoned serial killer Hannibal Lecter, who cannibalises his victims, is
approached by a young FBI agent, Clarice Starling who hopes to draw upon his insight to catch
another serial killer who skins his victims called 'Buffalo Bill'.
[p.9]
And part of the conversation goes like this:
'What possible reason could I have for co-operating with you?' asks Lecter.
'Curiosity', says Officer Starling.
'About what?'
'About why you're here. About what happened to you.'
'Nothing happened to me, Officer Starling, I happened. You can't reduce me to a set of influences. You've
given up on good and evil for behaviourism, Officer Starling ... nothing is ever anybody's fault. Look at
me, Officer Starling. Can you say I'm evil? Am I evil, Officer Starling?'[6]

In 1973 US psychologist Karl Menninger wrote a book with the intriguing title, Whatever
Became of Sin?[7] The notion of evil, argued Menninger, has slid from being 'sin' defined
theologically, to being 'crime' defined legally, to being 'sickness' defined only in psychological
categories.
However if bad behaviour is reduced to nothing but genetic and environmental forces - 'It's not
my fault, judge, it's my glands' - then the idea of blame disappears altogether too. I cannot be
blamed for having a limp, so I cannot be blamed for being predisposed towards cannibalism - and
we are back to de Sade again who was a determinist. - 'Nature has made me bigger than women, I
like to inflict pain on women, I can and so I shall.' But what is sauce for the goose is also sauce
for the gander, because the notion of 'praise' also vanishes. If the bad things I do - the evil - are
due to forces beyond my control, then why not the good? To psychologise everything away is to
make us less than human - mere biological machines. (This psychologising away of everything is
not the same as saying that there is no such thing as diminished responsibility. For instance being
compelled to do something by the use of drugs or hypnotism but even diminished responsibility
assumes real responsibility.) We cannot blame a machine for malfunctioning - nor then can we
blame humans. When we start thinking of ourselves as machines we will soon treat each other
like machines. If a machine is broken and cannot be fixed then we simply get rid of it. So why not
people? The door is left wide open for involuntary euthanasia.
Nonetheless, deep down we know that evil exists, that we are responsible for our actions and that
it is not simply a matter of whether something has an unpleasant effect on us that we deem it
either wrong or evil. If someone accidentally trips us up and we fall down the stairs and are hurt,
we may not like it and may think the other person clumsy, but we do not feel anger towards him as sense of moral indignation, If, however, someone intentionally tries to trip us up and does not
succeed, we do feel angry. Why? After all, we are not hurt? The answer is that we believe that
people
[p.10]

shouldn't behave like that, it is not fair or right, they should behave differently.
If pure materialism on the one hand and pure relativism on the other do not explain evil, but
explain it away, what does provide an explanation? We might say, pure Christianity The account
we have of God and reality as we find it in the Bible. We may not have an exhaustive explanation
of why things are as they are, but we do have a sufficient explanation, an explanation which rings
true.
The question was raised at the beginning of this paper as to whether pure evil exists. Let us
consider why it does not.
Evil cannot exist purely for its own sake. It is always parasitic on the good. Take cruelty for
example. Why are people cruel? Usually for two reasons: either because they are sadists, that is
there is a derived sexual pleasure from inflicting cruelty; or else because of something else they
are going to get out of it, power, money, the fulfilment of an ideology (which is often power
dressed up).
There is however nothing intrinsically wrong with pleasure, power, or money. In as far as they go
we might call them good things. The badness comes in by pursuing them the wrong way or too
much. You can be good for the sake of goodness, even when it is of no benefit to yourself, for
example laying down your life to save someone else. Though no one ever engaged in cruelty
because it is wrong, it was in order to achieve something else - pleasure or power. Goodness is
itself, badness is spoilt goodness. We might call sadism sexual perversion, but that presumes
normal sex which can be perverted. Greed is the good appetite instinct gone wrong. Laziness is
the good rest instinct gone wrong and so on. Now we can see why good and evil are not equal
and opposite, the good is primary and superior, the bad is parasitic and derived, evil cannot exist
without the good, but good can exist without the evil.[8]

Ecclesiastes - a Different Perspective
The problem with most theodicies (attempts to deal with the problem of evil) both secular and
Christian, is that there is a tendency to assume that we have access to all the facts, or enough of
the facts so that to allow for an element of mystery and untidiness somehow seems intellectually
dishonest or at least deficient. So the name of the game each time is reductionism - pure
materialism, pure relativism or some Christianised equivalent. One dominant discordant note in
the book of Job is to rebel against the strand of Jewish wisdom which attempted to do the same
by seeing all suffering as simply punitive - you suffer because you have sinned.[9] We still have
some Christian leaders who in effect operate on the same basis today, 'You suffer because you do
not have enough faith.' What Ecclesiastes does is strike out in a slightly different direction at the
folly that life 'under the sun' can be fully 'taped' leaving no loose ends. It does this by
propounding the view that even wisdom has its limits, that so-called 'keys
[p.11]
to success' are notoriously ill-fitting. There is an underlying thought, sometimes made explicit,
that we would be wise to accept the unease that life is messy and has an irreducibly mysterious
element at its core. The case is presented that by pursuing a realistic question, against the
backdrop of a realistic assessment of life and a realistic understanding of God, we are at a given
framework whereby we can grasp a sufficient understanding of the problem of evil and hope for

its resolution in the future.[10]
The realistic question we are called to ask, especially in the light of so much trouble and misery
in the world, is found in 1:3: 'What does man gain from all his labour at which he toils under the
sun?' What profit is there to life? The word profit (yithron) is found nowhere in biblical Hebrew,
in later Hebrew it is used of commercial transactions. It is as we might say the question of what is
the 'bottom line?' Is it possible to make life successful (even with wisdom) and make a profit out
of it? The answer to that question depends upon the nature of life and how it is to be viewed.
One of the main literary features of Ecclesiastes is the repetition of the key word 'vanity' or
'meaningless'. We need to be careful that we do not impose 21st century existential ideas onto the
text. This book is not written by Sartre but by a descendant of David, the Qoheleth, the Preacher.
The term 'vanity' appears 38 times. Looking at 1:2 and 12:8 it also constitutes an 'inclusio' - a
literary envelope, framing the book. What is life under the sun? It is 'vanity' hebhel, meaning
breath or vapour or, as it has been suggested, bubbles![11] It is the conclusion based upon
thoughtful observation by a man whose theology is embedded in the first 11 chapters of Genesis.
This is the view that we live in a world that is transitory, elusive and fallen and leaves us feeling
dissatisfied. It may not be insignificant that the same word is given to the tragic figure of Abel in
Genesis 4.
In other words, there is a moral fault-line running throughout the created world in which we live.
Life under the sun is characterised by tragedy, irony, sorrow, evils which do not seem to meet
with any tidy resolution in this life. In chapter 3:16 and 17 we read that there is injustice.
And I saw something else under the sun:
In the place of judgement - wickedness was there,
in the place of justice - wickedness was there.
I thought in my heart 'God will bring to judgement both the righteous and the
wicked, for there will be a time for every activity, a time for every deed'.

It is, however, clear that such judgement does not always come in this life, as those who would
hold the view that God blesses the righteous and deals harshly with the
[p.12]
wicked would have us believe: 'There is something else meaningless on earth: righteous men who
get what the wicked deserve, and wicked men who get what the righteous deserve' (8:14). Evil
seems to be pretty undiscriminating - but that is what life in this fallen world under the sun is
like. We don't have to apologise for that - like the Qoheleth we had better acknowledge it and
face up to it. This does not mean we exchange one false worldview for another: a worldview of
endless optimism for a worldview of deep despair. What is recognised instead is that there is still
profit, albeit limited and qualified, in wisdom: 'Wisdom, like an inheritance, is a good thing and
benefits those who see the sun' (7:11).
There is therefore no proper understanding of reality. One which sees the world flawed but still
full of goods (like the goods of work, laughter and friendships, cf. ch. 9) and this, in part, is the
source of the tension we feel living in this world. One of the other sources of our problem in
facing evil and trying to make sense of it is an inadequate understanding of God. As Luther once
complained to Erasmus, 'Your thoughts of God are only too human'. Ecclesiastes provides a
corrective to that:

I have seen the burden God has laid on men. He has made everything beautiful in its time. He has also
laid eternity in the hearts of men; yet they cannot fathom what God has done from beginning to end
(3:11).
Then I saw all that God had done. No one can comprehend what goes on under the sun. Despite all his
efforts to search it out, man cannot discover its meaning (8:17).

Again, against the backdrop of Genesis 1-11, we are presented with a God who is transcendent,
yet personal and imminent, sovereign, good and all powerful. This means that there is an
inscrutability regarding his ways and purposes and so we must be very careful in our claims that
we can read God's providences:
Consider what God has done: Who can straighten what he has made crooked? When times are good, be
happy; but when times are bad, consider: God has made one as well as the other. Therefore, a man
cannot discover anything about his future (7:13).

It would appear that much of the motivation and weakness of the 'Openness of God' project can
be traced back to precisely this point. In an attempt to defend God of the charge of being bad, he
has been reduced to the point of being incompetent. One finds the same in Process Theology, the
former being an evangelicalised form of the latter. God might want to make things better, but he
really can't. He too has his limits, even limitations in knowledge about the future. For the
proponents of the 'Openness of God' project, the tensions within orthodox biblical theology are
too difficult to live with and so are relieved at the expense of the 'Goodness' of God.
[p.13]
The existential reality Ecclesiastes points to is the invariable tension which exists between faith
and sight in this world and the call for us to acknowledge the evil which exists but without
compromising our faith in either God's omnipotence or divine goodness.
What Ecclesiastes does which many theodicies do not do - secular or religious - is to call us to
humbly recognise that there is more to reality than that which we experience 'under the sun'.
There is the transcendent. This is what will ultimately give life purpose and direction; as we
recognise that we are accountable to the One who has made us and sustains us and who will do
what is right:
Now all has been heard; here is the conclusion of the matter: Fear God and keep his commandments, for
this is the whole duty of man. For God will bring every deed into judgement, including every hidden
thing, whether it is good or evil (12:13, 14).

We do not have access to all the facts - many of them are hidden from us, but not to God and his
judgement will be made. Everything then is not relative for there is an absolute point of
reference. Neither is the material all there is to reality, there are, as Peter Berger would put it,
'signals of transcendence' all around us and one day we shall have to give an account to our
Maker who has littered our world with such signals.
We would argue that part of these signals of transcendence is the reality of evil itself. John
Chapman, the Australian evangelist, makes the important apologetic point that this is a world
suitable for sinners. The discordant nature of reality, its frustrations, its agonies and endless
disappointments - the very stuff of Ecclesiastes - reminds us that all is not well between ourselves
and our Maker. That is why the Qoheleth ends with the words concerning the importance of
fearing God which is the beginning of Wisdom, and obeying the commandments which embody

his wisdom. Therefore that which was overthrown and led to evil being introduced into the world,
the Word of God, is the only hope we have that evil will be countered and finally destroyed,
although that resolution is not found in Ecclesiastes. We are pointed beyond that, within the grand
sweep of Scripture to the One in whom we do find some sort of resolution, the Qoheleth par
excellence, the one who is greater than Solomon.
Qoheleth, translated teacher, or preacher, has the same root as qahal - assembly or the church,
ecclesia, in the Greek, hence our title 'Ecclesiastes'. In Jesus we see the one who is not only
known as the teacher, rabbi, but also the one who assembles around himself his own little group,
his 'church'. He is also the personification of Wisdom, Jesus Christ is 'our wisdom from God that is our righteousness, holiness and redemption', says Paul (1 Cor. 1:30). What is more, when
we look at the life of this Qoheleth we see and hear pretty much the same frustrations and
disappointments as the writer of Ecclesiastes.
[p.14]
In Mark 7:31-37 we have the incident of the healing of the deaf mute by Jesus. What is striking is
what we read in verse 34, 'He [Jesus] looked up to heaven and with a deep sigh, said to him,
"Ephphatha". The word used for sigh is anastenazo. Why the deep sigh or the groan? Could it not
be the audible expression of the deep sense of frustration at the results of sin, decay and misery
which is in his Father's creation? In Mark 8 we come across the same verb in response to the evil
of unbelief of the Pharisees - verse 12, 'He sighed deeply and said, "Why does this generation ask
for a miraculous sign?" To make the connection complete, it is the same verb used by Paul in
Romans 8:18-25, with its allusion to the vanity of Ecclesiastes, verse 20, 'For the creation was
subjected to frustration, not by its own choice, but by the will of the one who subjected it in hope'
and then verse 22, 'We know that the whole creation has been groaning (sunstenaxei) as in the
pains of childbirth right up to the present time.' Does this mean that all we can do is share the
frustration of living in a fallen world with everyone else? Not at all, we can be far more positive
because of what the Qoheleth par excellence has achieved to defeat evil.
On reading the incident in Mark 7 we see a miracle that is shot through with significance. Mark
uses a very rare word in verse 32 to describe the man's speech impediment, mogilalos, which the
NIV renders 'Could hardly talk'. It is in fact a word that is taken directly from the Greek
translation of Isaiah 35:6 which looks forward to the breaking in of God's reign when everything
will be different. It states: 'Then will the eyes of the blind be opened, the ears of the deaf
unstopped. Then will the lame leap like a deer, and the mute tongue [mogilalos] shout for joy.'
What is more striking is the response of this non-Jewish pagan crowd when the man goes back to
them: 'He has done everything well', they say to each other in utter astonishment. What they
didn't realise was that they were claiming more than they knew, for this is the Greek translation of
Genesis 1:31: 'God saw all that he had made and it was very good'. The lesson is clear, the very
same God who made the world and pronounced it good is the same God who in Jesus is
redeeming the world and that too is good. The one who was promised in Isaiah and longed for by
the Jews is the very same one who is performing Messianic miracles in the middle of this Gentile
crowd. Far from God being indifferent to evil and the suffering it occasions, in his Son he
opposes it. This of course is the basis for Christian involvement in medicine and the caring
professions, providing the rationale as to why one can fight against sickness and not fight against
God.
In his novel, The Plague, Albert Camus confronts the reader with a dilemma. The town of Oran is
infested with a plague of rats. It is the doctor who fights against the plague and so, it is viewed,

against God, whereas it is the priest who does not take action and so is forced to take an antihumanitarian stance. The Christian cuts through the dilemma. God is sovereign, but he is also
against evil. In Jesus he taken steps to redeem that which is fallen - that is what the miracles point
to and what the cross and resurrection achieve (Heb. 2:10-1 5).
[p.15]
Romans 8 follows on from Romans 1-7 and the programmatic presentation of the gospel in which
the righteousness of God is displayed in the cross where God did what man could not do. He
dealt with the root cause of moral evil in the world - sin; and the ultimate source of frustration death. 'Therefore there is now no condemnation for those who are in Christ Jesus' (8:1). There is
also a future glory to be revealed, marking the removal of all frustration and evil. That is why
Paul can write: 'I consider that our present sufferings are not worth comparing with the glory that
will be revealed' (8:18). In the meantime God's Spirit has been given to God's people, so that they
can be empowered to fight against sin and the sinful nature (8:9-16).
We do not have access to the complete picture and one reason for that, apart from our finitude, is
that the drama is not yet complete. All the main events of the drama, bar one - the Lord's return have already taken place. And that one event is literally going to make all the difference in the
world. It is then that the final resolution will take place.
In the meantime our calling is to combat evil in whatever forms we find it. Supremely this is to be
through the proclamation of the gospel, which alone has power to redeem. Also through social
action, for we have a reason to engage in good works (Eph. 2:10). While in this world Christians
will feel the full weight of living in a world subject to vanity. Students of theology, if they are
wise, will admit gaps in their knowledge but will also look forward to a world to come. A world
in which all such transience and moral corruption will be a thing of the past and evil will be
banished forever.
Let us end with that magnificent vision of John in Revelation 21 as a counterpoint to and
fulfilment of much of the angst and hope of Ecclesiastes:
Then I saw a new heaven and a new earth, for the first heaven and the first earth had passed away, and
there was no longer any sea. I saw the Holy City, the new Jerusalem, coming down out of heaven from
God, prepared as a bride beautifully dressed for her husband. And I heard a loud voice from the throne
saying, 'Now the dwelling of God is with men, and he will live with them. They will be his people, and
God himself will be with them and be their God. He will wipe every tear from their eyes. There will be
no more death or mourning or crying or pain, for the old order of things has passed away.
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How are we to interpret the declaration of the sonship of Jesus Christ on the mount of
transfiguration?[1] As a declaration of deity?
The fact that this question is put will appear to many as a sign of being considerably behind the
times as far as NT scholarship goes. It suggests not only a flattening out of the language of
sonship in the NT, but its flattening out on a scheme not derived from the Synoptic Gospels.
Discussions of NT Christology over the last two decades, including the theology of sonship, have
often taken as their starting-point James Dunn's volume on Christology in the Making.[2] Dunn
concluded that the only clear NT affirmation of belief in Jesus Christ as the incarnate second
person of the deity was found in John. The language of sonship deployed elsewhere, and
certainly in the Synoptics, predicated of Jesus high things that made him unique and
unsurpassable, the redeemer and the revealer. But it did not constitute a theology of incarnation.
Quite apart from exegetical challenges which this interpretation naturally faced, it was flawed at
the level of method.[3] Dunn regularly asked the question of how NT language would sound in
first century ears, in a Jewish or a Graeco-Roman context. The outcome of his investigation,
however, should never have been dependent on the preponderant use of that criterion. This is
because the language of the NT is also one that is grounded in ecciesial use, presupposing
community, worship and theology,
[p.17]
potentially modifying, if not transforming, background theology. Dunn's thesis could not be
delivered as long as it did not take this into proper account, although its renewed statement in the
second edition was not formulated in response to such an objection.
Methodological problems persist even when there is heightened sensitivity to the interweaving of
historical and theological questions in interpretation. N.T. Wright's two volumes on The New
Testament and the People of God and Jesus and the Victory of God have received well-deserved
recognition for their achievement in charting and tackling fundamental issues in NT theology.[4]

In the latter volume the author wrote as follows towards its conclusion (he had touched on
transfiguration just before that):
I suggest, in short, that the return of YHWH to Zion, and the Temple-theology which it brings to
focus, are the deepest keys and clues to gospel christology. Forget the 'titles of Jesus, at least for a
moment; forget the pseudo-orthodox attempts to make Jesus of Nazareth conscious of being the
second person of the Trinity; forget the arid reductionism that is the mirror-image of that
unthinking would-be orthodoxy.[5]
Tom Wright goes on to summarise what he has been positively arguing for, and when he enjoins
us to forget, he is rehearsing what he has been arguing against, as well as what he has been
arguing for, over the course of the whole volume. But, for all the considerable and impressive
achievement of this work, there is a logical difficulty in its method.
It is certainly the case that recapturing the Jewishness of Jesus, and deep and informed sensitivity
to the structures of Jewish life and thought, has considerably enhanced our reading of the gospels
in the course of the twentieth century. It is also the case that the imposition of the theological
categories of Nicea or Chalcedon on the NT data as a kind of unconscious, semi-conscious,
unthinking or dogmatic a priori can produce distortion. Yet our reading of gospel christology
cannot bracket the ontological question of divine sonship, as it was classically treated. Suppose
that for whatever reason, I conclude that the historical Jesus was, in fact, God incarnate.
(Suppose too, that I read Nicea and Chalcedon as aiming at no more than the statement of this,
albeit in a distinctive conceptuality, or, at least, distinctive language.) If I so conclude about
Jesus, I ought to read the Synoptic Gospels in that light. If, years after a student had left a
college, it turned out that he was the Crown Prince of an Arab state, something that was not
known at the time, it would be perverse not to read the record of his student days in the light of
this fact. It might not, and should not, be the only way to read it. Indeed, it might be read in that
light but read distortedly. However, the logical point is this: the actual historical identity of the
student is that of the Crown Prince. We then have to ask whether that fact contributes anything to
our understanding of the Prince's
[p.18]
self-awareness, and what light is thrown on his whole student career by the fact and its
implications.
If Jesus was God incarnate, we are dealing with a datum, - a fact as far as faith is concerned - that
cannot be marginalised in the interpretation of the gospel records, whether or not Nicea and
Chalcedon in particular impose on them unhelpful categories of interpretation. Tom Wright's
methodical omission leads him to conclusions that go far beyond what is warranted.
Jesus did not ... 'know that he was God' in the same way that one knows one is male or female,
hungry or thirsty, or that one ate an orange an hour ago. His knowledge was of a more risky, but
perhaps more significant sort: like knowing one is loved. One cannot 'prove' it except by living
by it.[6]
We cannot ask here how it is that we know that we are male or female, or ate an orange etc. Yet
the attempt to derive this sort of conclusion by an examination of the synoptic accounts, against
their historical background, in the way the author has done is doomed to fail. The evidence
considerably underdetermines the conclusion. If for any reason we believe Jesus to have been
and to be God incarnate, we must ask what, if anything, follows from this for our interpretation

of the gospel accounts. That is not an alien imposition on them. The point is a logical one in
relation to methodology. Actually, in his Preface, Tom Wright undermines the force of his own
conclusions. Explaining that he is omitting consideration of the Gospel of John, he says: 'Even if,
in the long term, this is judged a weakness, it sets a limit for which readers of an already long
book may perhaps be grateful.'[7] But consideration of John's Gospel has at least the potential to
upset his conclusions about Jesus' self-knowledge, unless it is decided that the way John should
be read cannot give us any guidance about the way the Synoptic Gospels should be read. That is
the sort of decision that needs a theological defence, especially in light of the issues surrounding
canonical and theological readings of Scriptural books.
Hermeneutical questions easily spiral off into a world of their own, yet they cannot pass
unmentioned in the present context. Nevertheless my choice to refer to them means that I am
failing to afford space in what follows so as to give balanced attention to the synoptic witness to
the transfiguration. To ask what is the significance of the divine declaration of sonship is not to
ask a simple question. Reference to 'glory' and 'exodus' in the first part of this article must be fed
into the themes of theophany and apocalyptic, messianic hope and enthronment on Zion of God's
appointed king, which constitute a cluster of themes that direct us in an interpretation of the
transfiguration.[8]
[p.19]
However there remain different levels: there is a significance for Jesus; for his disciples at the
time; for disciples in retrospect; for the individual synoptists; for author and readers of 2 Peter
(see 1:16-18). Whether or not it is apt to think of concentric circles of interpretation, a plenitude
of significance and a plenitude of meaning attaching to the outermost circle, it is both legitimate
and important to read accounts of the glory of transfigured sonship both in terms that do not
presuppose incarnation and in terms that do.[9]
There is no contradiction here. Reading the story of transfiguration in terms, for example, of the
manifestation of the messianic king does not require reference to incarnation. However it permits
it, and if such a reference is justified, the reading is enhanced. Again, to read the story in terms of
a revelation of the glory of deity does not exclude attending to it in terms of the strict messianic
context of the synoptic accounts.[10] It permits it; indeed, requires it, I believe, so I can
sympathise with a great deal in Tom Wright's approach and analysis. It is also possible to judge
as inappropriate some questions that are asked on the basis of a traditional conviction of deity,
such as whether Jesus shone with the light of his essential deity or of his earthly humanity
infused but not confused with the principle of deity.[11] Here, however, we must leave questions
of this sort, leaving with them a host of questions which may or may not be appropriate and
which might be mentioned, for example: did Jesus shine with the light of his own future glory?
Did he shine with the light of the future glory of the saints? It is time to return to the narrative.

In the Company of Elijah
According to Matthew and Mark, the voice heard on the mount of transfiguration referred to 'the
Son whom I love' (Mart. 17:5; Mark 9:7). In Luke, it is 'my Son, whom I have chosen' (9:35). ln
all these cases, we are directed back to the baptism of Jesus Christ, and the words heard when
Jesus was baptised are commonly taken to echo the words of Isaiah 42:1: 'Here is my servant,
whom I uphold, my chosen one in whom I delight' and Psalm 2:7: 'You are my Son; today I have
become your Father'.[12] There is a wealth of allusion here, without even going into the rich

possibilities of Genesis 22:2 I just note that the Lucan account of the transfiguration points us
back with particular
[p.20]
deliberation to the Isaianic passage. It is one of the 'servant songs' of Isaiah, where suffering and
servanthood are brought together. Suffering is the theme of Jesus' teaching prior to
transfiguration, but it is Luke's account that indicates most distinctly the salvation-historical
context of filial, servant suffering.
The interpretation of NT theology in terms of salvation history was given its most sustained and
prominent exposition in the twentieth century, by Oscar Cullmann.[13] Cullmann's work came in
for considerable criticism and has long been out of fashion in many quarters.[14] Yet even his
critics accepted that what he attributed to the NT (wrongly, they said) could be attributed to Luke
or Luke-Acts in particular. A mighty movement in the history of salvation, and not just a
declaration of what Christ is like, is the current that bears along the transfiguration accounts here.
Cullmann certainly brought out well the way NT christology highlighted the principle of
vicarious suffering, the one for the many, in the historical movement from the whole (the
cosmos) to the nation (Israel) to the one (Jesus) whose lordship through the church (the many,
like Israel) would extend to the whole (the cosmos in the eschaton).[15] The backward and
forward 'reach' of the transfiguration narratives emerge not just in the vocabulary of sonship and
servanthood and the connection with the coming of the kingdom in Matthew 16:28, Mark 9:1 and
Luke 9:27. It is apparent too in the figures of Jesus' two companions and this is brought out
particularly by Luke.
A version like the NIV, for example, renders Luke 9:30: 'Two men, Moses and Elijah, appeared'.
The omission of a Greek word from the translation risks our missing a connection which Luke
apparently wants us to make. Translations like the AV and RSV rightly include a preparatory
word: 'Behold, two men appeared'.[16] There is a connection with Luke 24:4 where, on the third
day after the crucifixion, at the tomb, while the women were puzzling about the disappearance of
Jesus' body, 'behold, two men in clothes that gleamed like lightning stood beside them'. In Acts,
when Jesus had ascended, to the bewilderment of the onlooking disciples, 'they were looking
intently up into the sky ... when behold two men dressed in white stood beside them' (1:10).
What is dramatically enacted in earthly history is dramatically accompanied by heavenly
witnesses. There are two of them. Transfiguration, resurrection and ascension are joined as holy
history. What, however, are we to make in particular of Moses and Elijah on the mount of
transfiguration? We touched on Moses in the first part of this article. Now it
[p.21]
is the turn of Elijah.
If any OT figure attracted the attention of Jews in the period before Christ, it was Elijah.[17] He
enjoyed plenty of roles in the literature of the inter-testamental period and was one of the biblical
characters who had a book written about him under the title of 'Apocalypse', a book which spoke
of things 'which the eye has not seen nor the ear heard'.[18] Although we cannot confidently date
the Apocalypse of Elijah, if anyone in first century Jewish lore was a potential recipient of such
seeing and hearing, it was Elijah. No one was more likely than he to turn up on a mountain,
unannounced. His very entry into the OT narrative is intriguing enough, announcing drought and
defying monarchs (1 Kings 17:1). His confrontation with the priests of BaaI, in the name of
Yahweh, is one of the most dramatic tales in the historical books of the OT. His departure from

the world was as startling as his arrival on the narrative scene for, according to 2 Kings 2, he did
not die but was taken up into heaven. Jesus spoke of those who would not taste death: Elijah was
an example of this par excellence, and it is interesting to speculate on a possible link between
Jesus' words and Elijah's story.
Where does the connection between Moses and Elijah lie? The difficulty with a definite answer
is that there are several candidates, and the nature of biblical typology is such that we might
integrate a number of them without doing violence to the synoptic reports.[19] Both received
privileged revelations of God on Sinai. Both were great contenders against idolatry. While Moses
died and Elijah did not, it was speculated in some quarters that Moses had not died either, and the
mode of Moses' departure from the earth was certainly mysterious (Deut. 34:6). Moses can stand
for the law, Elijah for the prophets. Moses was the lawgiver and Jesus was accused of
transgressing the law; Elijah was the great opponent of idolatry and Jesus' enemies were troubled
by the excessively close proximity to God in which he placed himself. Then we can read of
Moses as informator (teacher) and Elijah as reformator (reformer); of one opening the (Red) sea,
the other the (barren) heavens. Two witnesses appear in Revelation 11:16, often identified with
Moses and Elijah.[20] Both were great men of prayer and Jesus, Luke tells us, was praying when
he was transfigured.
[p.22]
These suggestions move between the poles of identifying explicit connections in Scripture and
proposing edifying associations. My view is that those suggestions that show how Moses and
Elijah signified Jesus and which emphasise revelation on Mount Sinai deserve to be accorded
special weight.[21] However as we explore the theme, one decisive fact must be placed in the
foreground: the expectation that Elijah would return. The relationship of this to the appearance of
the Messiah was variously conceived at the time of Christ, but that there was some connection
between the reappearance of the one and the coming of the other was widely believed. While
other figures could sometimes be expected to return in the messianic age, particular speculation
was attached to Elijah.
This was not just because he had not tasted death. It was on account of the prophecy which
brought to its conclusion the prophetic literature of the OT, before the voice of prophecy was
stilled, a stillness, as it is often put, shattered by the cry of John the Baptist in the Judaean
wilderness. So we read in Malachi 4:5: 'I will send you the prophet Elijah before that great and
dreadful day of the Lord comes'. 'Who can boast of such deeds' as those of Elijah?, we are asked
in the intertestamental book of Ecclesiasticus. 'It is written that you are to come at the appointed
time with warnings, to allay the divine wrath before its final fury, to reconcile father and son, and
to restore the tribes of Jacob' (see 48:1-14). In literature known as the Sibylline Oracles, not
precisely datable, Elijah is pictured returning 'driving a heavenly chariot at full stretch from
heaven' (II.187-89).[22] Elijah was no slave of the commonplace.
In the gospels, John the Baptist and Elijah are identified, and Jesus' ministry provoked
speculation about his relationship to both figures. Both prior and subsequent to the
transfiguration, Gospel writers record Jesus' sayings that John the Baptist is to be identified with
Elijah (e.g. Matt. 11:14). This was in one respect unsurprising, since John's clothing resembled
that of Elijah, as described in the OT narrative. John's Gospel records the denial by John the
Baptist that he should be so identified (1:21), but the most natural explanation of this is that in
the context and in that geographical region, there was a danger that the significance of
identification should be misunderstood or that it might be taken as a case of reincarnation. Luke
made explicit in the first chapter of his gospel that the identification was functional; John is not

actually Elijah, but fulfils the role of Elijah, possessed of his spirit and power (Luke 1:17). Of
course John himself wondered at times about his own role, as he did about that of Jesus and his
relationship to it (Matt. 11:3). At all events, the appearance of Elijah on the mount of
transfiguration
[p.23]
in conjunction with the ministry of John the Baptist cleared the way for believing in Jesus as
Messiah, for the early church could now forestall any objection to the claim that Jesus was
Messiah made on the grounds that Elijah had not yet come.
Just as the God-fearing life of Moses resembled, in its way, that of Jesus, so did the God-fearing
life of Elijah, and they both, whether during or subsequent to their life on earth, were signifying
the one who is to come, the Messiah. Yet, just as a contrast is drawn between Moses and Jesus in
passages cited in the first part of this article, so a contrast emerges between Elijah and Jesus as
we read the transfiguration stories in context. The vocabulary of Luke 9:51 which speaks of
Christ's departure echoes that of 2 Kings 1-11, where it describes Elijah's departure and of course
the ascension furnishes us with a further connection.[23] But in the case of Jesus death precedes
ascension. No one can be sure why Peter suggested that three shelters or booths should be built
for Jesus, Moses and Elijah but given the transfigured appearance, it would not be surprising if
he thought that Jesus was about to be assumed into heaven in the company of Elijah and that he
was trying to detain the heavenly company for a little longer. As it was, Jesus would die, unlike
Elijah, and die in agony, unlike Moses.
There is however another contrast. Just prior to his assumption into heaven, Elijah called down
fire from heaven on the messengers of Ahaziah, king of Samaria (2 Kgs 1). It consumed a
number of men. In language clearly resonant of this, the disciples asked Jesus whether they
should do the same when Samaritan villagers failed to welcome his messengers (Luke 9:54).
This occurred shortly after the transfiguration. The suggestion came from James and John, two of
the three disciples who had witnessed the transfiguration of Jesus and they received a rebuke, just
as did the third, Peter a few days before the transfiguration. Peter tried to thwart a plan that
involved a cross; James and John tried to perpetuate Elijah's strong-arm approach. Jesus will
have neither. Suffering cannot be avoided, but vengeance must be. This is not necessarily to
condemn what Elijah said and did in a different space and time. It is to declare that it is not the
way of God for Jesus and his disciples in this day and hour.
Contrast, as well as continuity marks the relationship of Jesus to Moses and Elijah, something
highlighted by the transfiguration of him who alone was transfigured. Contrast, as well as
continuity, also marked the relationship between Jesus and John the Baptist. Both preached the
kingdom of God and Jesus does not eliminate the element of judgement involved in that. But
where John baptises with water Jesus will baptise with the Spirit. Jesus' time is especially the
time of grace. 'There has not risen anyone greater than John the Baptist' Jesus declares, 'yet he
who is least in the kingdom of heaven is greater than he' (Matt. 11:11; cf. Luke 7:28). Something
here transcends both Moses and Elijah. The fact that Paul can speak of Moses' ministry of 'death'
(2 Cor. 3:7)
[p.24]
and that Jesus can refuse fire from heaven both suggest that with the coming of Christ there is
fulness of grace. Moses, as Allison Trites put it, could not remove the hardness of people's heart,
nor was it Elijah's part to combat vindictiveness.[24] Transfiguration ultimately discloses and

signifies grace and a special era of grace. This comes to light the more when we consider the
function of Elijah according the prophet Malachi.

Jesus, John, Elijah
According to Jesus, in a declaration immediately following the transfiguration, it is the work of
Elijah to 'restore all things', a function fulfilled by John the Baptist (Matt. 17:11; Mark 9:12).
What exactly does that mean? The book of Malachi, while rich in suggestion, does not yield
answers on its surface. Quite apart from addressing the question of how to interpret the ending of
that book, the relationship of Lord and messenger in Malachi 3:1ff needs to be sorted out. If we
ask what might be involved in restoration, by starting from the ministry of John, rather than from
Malachi, we still have puzzles. What does Luke mean when, in language clearly echoing that of
Malachi, he speaks of John in his Elijah role turning 'the hearts of the fathers to their children and
the disobedient to the wisdom of the righteous' (1:17)?
It is widely supposed that when all these passages, from Old and New Testaments, are taken in
conjunction, the restoration of family relationships is at the heart of the restorative ministry of
John/Elijah. However while the language seems to lend immediate support to that interpretation
the gospel accounts of John's ministry do not bring out that fact. Is an alternative explanation
possible? It seems that there is. The verb used for 'restore', in both Matthew and Mark, though
used in different Greek tenses by the two evangelists, echoes the language of the Septuagint
version of Malachi. This contrasts interestingly with the Hebrew text on certain points. In the
Septuagint, we read not of the restoration of the hearts of the fathers to the children and then,
parallel to that, of the hearts of the children to the fathers, but as parallel, the hearts of fathers and
children towards their neighbours. This actually fits what we know of John's ministry better than
the more narrowly familial emphasis. John is promoting neighbourliness in general within Israel,
rather than concentrating on more specifically family disunity.[25] Luke does not refer to
restoration in his account of transfiguration, but there is a case for saying that Luke's actual
wording in 1:17, is a rather free paraphrase of the Septuagintal Greek.[26] One should at least
note, in this connection, that in some pre-Christian interpretation of the role of Elijah, he would
be beyond solving intra-familial
[p.25]
disputes when he returned. He would take on the task of expounding law and ritual certainly a
wider role.
Our line of interpretation is strengthened by broadening our understanding of what is said about
families in the prophecy of Malachi. Fundamental to that writing is the concept of covenant: the
one who is to come is 'the messenger of the covenant' (3:1) the notion of God as a great and
covenant king is stamped distinctively on this book The relationship of fathers to children is set
squarely within the covenant. Famil relationships have gone awry, but the context is the more
general breakdown of relationships within the covenanted community. Long after the death of the
great patriarchs of the book of Genesis, Isaiah laments the state of the nation of Israel in these
terms: 'Abraham does not know us or Israel acknowledge us' (63:16).[27] The hearts of
disobedient posterity (children) are sundered from those of their faithful progenitor (fathers). The
covenant has been trans-generationally ruptured.[28] On this note in Malachi, the OT prophets
sign off. So the role of Elijah is restoration of social or community order within the context of
restoration of covenant relationships, with its trans-generational significance. One problem after

the return from the exile, during the epoch in which Malachi was prophesying, was that
intermarriage with non-IsraeIites was destructive of the religious unity and faithfulness of the
nation. And, of course idolatry was Elijah's bugbear.
How does this take us to John the Baptist and the transfigured Christ? EIijah's function is
centrally covenantal, as is that of John the Baptist. If we could be sure of the exact social context
and possessed of more sociological detail in relation to John's ministry (though strides have been
made over the last decades), we should be able to highlight its features more precisely than we
can. Certainly, a desert fraternity a Qumran held covenant renewal ceremonies, assiduously
studied the law[29] and sought to 'prepare the way of the Lord'. A summons to repentance and
forgiveness would ir this, and wider Israelite context, have overtones of national and covenant
renewal, not just of individual responsibility and blessing. John offered a baptism of repentance
for the forgiveness of sins, preparatory to the fullness of salvation that Messiah would bring. He
summoned the people to rectitude within the covenant at the time when God would act to deliver
his covenanted people. His ministry is the passage from the old to the new. Its desert location
recalled the passage of Israel from Egypt to Canaan. Of the many possible associations of the
cloud at the mount of transfiguration, we should al least keep in mind the notion that the cloud
would make an eschatological
[p.26]
reappearance (Is. 4:5). Covenant grace is not only near in Jesus. It is at the heart of what the
transfiguration discloses.[30]
It was Paul's office to develop the notion that gentiles were included in the covenant. Once Christ
has come, his ministry and work become the measure of what God requires and Moses and
Elijah, law and covenant, are all to be interpreted from this centre. At transfiguration Christ is
revealed in his authoritative role. 'Listen to him.' We have embarked on a preliminary
interpretation of transfiguration, but these words are written large on the entrance to the port of
embarkation. While the enlightened mind is to play on the truth that was revealed to the
enlightened eyes, the biblical account bends the mind as much in the direction of obedience to
the object of divine witness as to the contemplation of theological truth. Before we interpret
Moses and Elijah; whatever our theology of sonship and servanthood; listen to him. Israel was
trained to obey as a basis for comprehension. In the opening chapters of Joshua, for example,
with its thematic wealth - conquest after Exodus; Jordan after the Red Sea; the produce of
Canaan after the manna; above all, God, the great deliverer - there is a remarkable focus on the
person of Joshua.[31] 'Listen to him; God has exalted him' - Joshua, as well as Jesus. The
contemplation of truth, however glorious, is placed in the context of the summons to humble and
obedient listening, the acknowledgment of the lordship of Jesus is prior to grasping all that the
lordship is about.[32]

Conclusion
We have done no more than make a beginning and have omitted more than we have included.
The transfiguration is at least this: the sign and revelation of decisive action within salvation
history. The content of the sign is at least this: the new dispensation of grace under the messianic
lordship of Jesus Christ. It inaugurates a crucial phase within the story of divine action, as the
disciples are instructed about a path from suffering to glory, through cross to ascension. In the
context of the NT, it constitutes the fullest revelation, under earthly conditions, of the glory, and

not just the destiny, of the person of the Son of God.[33] It is pregnant with apocalyptic future.
[34] At the mount of transfiguration, we are at the heart of the gospel. Michael Ramsey
concluded that the transfiguration
[p.27]
... stands as a gateway to the saving events of the gospel, and is a mirror in which the Christian
mystery is seen in its unity. Here we perceive that the living and the dead are one in Christ, that
the old covenant and the new are inseparable, that the Cross and the glory are of one, that the age
to come is already here, that our human nature has a destiny of glory, that in Christ the final word
is uttered and in him alone the Father is well pleased. Here the diverse elements in the theology
of the New Testament meet.[35]
Joseph Hall said: 'Nearer to heaven you cannot come while ye are upon earth, that you may see
him glorious upon earth, the region of his shame and abasement, who is now glorious in heaven,
the throne of his majesty.'[36]
I have emphasised that far more has been omitted in my account than has been included, but it
may be especially noted that I have not even mentioned the significance of the transfiguration for
Jesus himself. The reason is that I believe that it is, on the whole, safest to approach the account
as does 2 Peter, namely as a visual manifestation and verbal revelation for the benefit of others.
[37] We can certainly make tentative suggestions and considered judgements about its
significance for Jesus, but I question a statement such as that of Braithwaite: 'In studying his life
it is necessary at every step to penetrate to this spiritual experience'.[38] The inner reality of the
suffering and obedience of the Son, his self-consciousness, the depths and heights of his glory are
hidden from us at our first approach and only maturity discloses how much or how little we may
know and surmise in these matters. For now we are spectators with Peter, James and John, but
not disinterested more than they were; participants in Christ with the company of saints, but not
privy to the whole truth; beneficiaries of nothing less than salvation, but strangers to the
comprehension of its utter cost. Yet if we understand little, it is in hope founded on a promise that
we shall comprehend more when the glory of the transfigured Christ is publicly revealed in a
transfigured cosmos.[39] And what we do understand is but the beginning of a life of
discipleship which is the deep concern of the evangelists' account of the transfiguration. But an
account of which is impossible within the constraints of the present exercise.
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In this article he offers an exposition of Luther’s theology of preaching.

Introduction
James Mackinnon, a Luther scholar, observed that there is ‘no exhaustive treatise, even in
German, on Luther’s preaching’.1 Theology and preaching, for Luther, are indissolubly one.
In his Large Catechism, 1530, Luther declared: ‘I am both a doctor and a preacher2 Luther
elevated preaching as an indispensable means of grace, seeing it as central to the church
liturgy. ‘To hear mass means nothing else but to hear God’s Word and thereby serve God.’3 In
his On the Councils and the Church (1539), Luther asserted that the preaching office
constitutes the sure sign of a true church: Now, wherever you hear or see this word preached,
believed, professed, and lived, do not doubt that the true Catholic church: ‘a Christian holy
people’ must be there, even though their number is small.4
It is supremely through the words of the preacher that the Word of God in the Scriptures is
made alive in the present. Luther says that ‘one must see the word of the preacher as God’s
Word’.5 He elaborated on this in his Operationes in Psalmos:
The apostles wrote very little, but they spoke a lot... Notice: it says let their voices be
heard, not let their books be read. The ministry of the New Testament is not engraved on
dead tablets of stone; rather it sounds in a living voice... Through

[p.29]
a living Word God accomplishes and fulfils his gospel.6

Following the same vein of thought, in his Church Postil of 1522, Luther insisted on calling
the church a ‘mouth house’, not a ‘pen house’.
For since the advent of Christ, the gospel, which used to be hidden in the Scriptures, has
become an oral preaching. And thus it is the manner of the NT and of the gospel that it must
be preached and performed by word of mouth and a living voice. Christ himself has not
1

MacKinnon, James, Luther and the Reformation, 4 vols, (London: Longmans, Green & Co., 1930), 4:318, n.
66.
2
WA 30, 1, 126. The primary source for this study is the critical edition of Luther’s works, the Weimar Ausgabe,
abbreviated as WA, most of which have been translated into English, abbreviated as LW.
3
LW 51, 262, WA 36, 354.
4
LW 41,150.
5
LW 22, 526, WA 47, 227.
6
WA 5, 537 as quoted in A. Skevington Wood, Captive to the Word. Martin Luther. Doctor of Sacred Scripture
(Grand Rapids, Michigan: Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1969), 90.
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written anything, nor has he ordered anything to be written, but rather to be preached by word
of mouth.7
Pelikan wrote accurately of Luther: ‘The “Word of God” was the speech of God, and “the
God who speaks” would be an appropriate way to summarise Luther’s picture of God’.8 The
Word of God spoken is itself the Word of God in preaching or God’s own speech to us. Thus
preaching has a dual aspect: divine activity and human activity, God’s Word and human
speech. This article will focus on four aspects to elucidate Luther’s theology of preaching:
(I)

How his doctrine of the Word of God governs his preaching;

(II)

How law and gospel are both the functions of the one and same Word, are to be
preached;

(III)

Preaching Christ as sacrament and example, the appropriateness of which will be
delineated;

(IV)

How the Word and the Spirit work together in unity, fulfilling the efficacy of
preaching.

The Word of God in preaching
While medieval theology developed the doctrine of sacraments, Luther was the first to
construct a doctrine of the Word of God.9 This doctrine permeates all of his lectures,
commentaries, treatises and sermons. The reformer, being held captive by and to the Word of
God, preached extensively and his sermons number over two thousand. In Luther’s Table
Talk he expounded on the various constituents of the term ‘Word’:
[p.30]
Somebody asked, ‘Doctor, is the Word that Christ spoke when he was on earth the same
in fact and in effect as the Word preached by a minister?’ The doctor replied, ‘Yes,
because he said, “He who hears you hears me” (Luke 10:16). And Paul calls the Word
‘the power of God’ (Rom. 1:16)’.
Then the inquirer asked, ‘Doctor, isn’t there a difference between the Word that became
flesh (John 1:14) and the Word that is proclaimed by Christ or by a minister?’
‘By all means!’ he replied. ‘The former is the incarnate Word, who was true God from
the beginning, and the latter is the Word that’s proclaimed. The former Word is in
substance God; the latter Word is in its effect the power of God, but isn’t God in
substance, for it has a man’s nature, whether it’s spoken by Christ or by a minister’.10

7

WA 10, I, 48 as quoted in Timothy George, Theology of the Reformers (Nashville: Broadman Press, 1988), 91.
Jaroslav Pelikan, Luther the Expositor: Introduction to the Reformer’s Exegetical Writings Luther’s Works,
Companion Volume (St. Louis: Concordia Publishing House, 1959), 50.
9
Reinhold Seeberg, Text-book of the History of Doctrines, trans. Charles E. Hay, 2 vols. (Grand Rapids: Baker
Book House, 1952), 2:282.
10
LW 54, 394, no. 5177; WA 4:695-96.
8
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God continues to speak to people through the preached Word. It is through this Word that he
is present with his people and continues to meet people salvifically. God assumes human form
in order to speak with them ‘as man speaks with man’,11 Preaching must thereby observe the
limit which God has prescribed:
We have to argue in one way about God or the will of God as preached, revealed, offered,
and worshipped, and in another way about God as he is not preached, not revealed, not
offered, not worshipped. To the extent therefore, that God hides himself and wills to be
unknown to us, it is no business of ours. For here the saying truly applies, ‘Things above
us are no business of ours’.12

Luther, in his The Bondage of the Will, criticised Erasmus for failing to see the distinction
between the God preached and God hidden, between the Word of God and God himself.
God must be left to himself in his own majesty, for in this regard we have nothing to do
with him, nor has he willed that we should have anything to do with him. But we have
something to do with him insofar as he is clothed and set forth in

[p.31]
his Word, through which he offers himself to us and which is the beauty and glory with
which the psalmist celebrates him as being clothed.13

Any speculations apart from the Word of God for Luther, is a ‘theology of glory’. The true
theologian is not one ‘who perceives the invisible God through those things which have been
made’. Rather the true theologian, whom he calls a ‘theologian of the cross’, discerns God’s
being in his deeds, in the ‘visible things of God’, or ‘back’ of God, in those things which are
perceived through the suffering and cross of Jesus of Nazareth.14 One must ‘go to the child
lying in the lap of his mother Mary and to the sacrificial victim suspended on the cross, there
we shall really behold God’.15 Luther’s theology of the cross is primarily concerned with God
as he wills to be found. God has designated a place and person, showing where and how he
can be found. Luther instructed us to listen to God’s Word alone if we wish to learn who God
is and what his will is towards us. Hence we are to follow the way of the baby in the cradle, at
his mother’s breasts, through the desert, and finally to his death on the cross.
Preaching must deal with this Word, Christ incarnate, crucified, and resurrected from the
dead. With audacity, Luther identified the Word of God as the gospel. In his treatise The
Freedom of a Christian, commenting on Romans 1 he remarked: ‘The Word is the Gospel of
God concerning his Son who was made flesh, suffered, rose from the dead, and was glorified
through the Spirit who sanctifies’.16 The true nature of the gospel as Word was the spoken
form. ‘The gospel is essentially proclamation, Christ coming to us through the sermons’.17
11

LW 4, 61, WA 43, 179.
LW 33, 138-39. See Dennis Ngien, The Suffering of God According to Martin Luther’s ‘Theologia Crucis’
(Bern/New York: Peter Lang, 1995), 113-33. See also Gerhard O. Force. Theology Is for Proclamation
(Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1990).
13
Ibid. For a discussion of Luther’s dictum–‘Quae supra nos, nihil ad nos’ which has its roots in Socrates, see
Eberhard Jüngel, ‘Quae supra nos, nihil ad nos’, in Entsprechungen: Gött-Wahrheit-Mensch (München: Kaiser,
1980), 168ff.
14
LW 31, 38, WA 1, 354, 17-18 (Heidelberg Disputations, 1518).
15
LW 3, 176-77, WA 43, 72-73.
16
LW 31, 346, WA 7, 51.
17
E. Theodore Bachman, ‘Introduction to volume 35’, LW 35, xvii.
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This explains why Luther insisted that the NT is essentially the spoken word that it is to be
preached and discussed orally with a living voice.
In his Lectures on Genesis, Luther, explaining the verse ‘And God said: Let there be light and
there was light’, spoke of the Word as the instrument which God employs to accomplish his
work of creation.18 The phrase ‘God said’ for Luther means not only the utterance of God, but
also the action and deed of God. God’s Word is causative efficaciously, speaking reality into
existence in his Covenants. This understanding came from his reading of Ockham and his
own study of Psalms and Genesis in particular. The prophets speak and in their speaking the
deed of God is accomplished. ‘In the case of God to speak is to do, and the word is the
deed.’19 God’s Word acts and accomplishes his will. God’s Word is his instrument of power
which takes created forms. Luther, following Ockham, claimed that God has chosen selected
elements of his created order, which are intrinsically good, to effect his saving will. God
speaks in calling into existence
[p.32]
the created order. In speaking through the created order God employs the words of the finite
human beings to communicate with us. ‘For just as a man uses the tongue as a tool with
which he produces and forms words, so God uses our words, whether gospel or prophetic
books, as tools with which he himself writes living words in our hearts’.20 The Word of God
comes to us only in the spoken form because here on earth God cannot be seen but only
heard. God speaks and reveals himself ‘through the external word and tongue addressed to
human ears’.21 Although the spoken word is ‘the word of human being’, Luther argued, ‘it has
been instituted by divine authority for salvation’22 Luther ascribed ‘an almost sacramental
quality’ to the office of preaching so that when the Word of God is preached, no one is
exempted from its benefits.23 The Word of God remains free to be heard even if it comes from
the mouth of Judas, Annas, Pilate or Herod.24 ‘One should not consider who is speaking but
what he is saying: for if it is the Word of God how would God himself not be present?’25
Unlike the Aristotelian God, Luther’s God is the One who speaks with us in human language.
Luther wrote, ‘Hear, brother: God, the creator of heaven and earth, speaks with you through
his preachers... Those words of God are not of Plato or Aristotle but God himself is
speaking.’26 God must be apprehended in human speech because God so graciously wills to
meet us in it. Human language, Peter Meinhold writes of Luther, is ‘a divine order in which
human speech and the divine Spirit are brought together into a unity’.27 Luther intimates:

18

See Robert Kolb, “‘What Benefit Does the Soul Receive from a Handful of Water?”: Luther’s Preaching on
Baptism, 1528-1539’, Concordia Journal 25:4 (1999), 358, where he speaks of the Word of God as God’s
creative instrument.
19
LW 12, 33: WA 40, II, 231 (Ps. 2, 1532).
20
LW 10, 212; WA 3, 256.
21
LW 10, 220, WA 3, 262.
22
LW 3, 273; WA 43, 71.
23
George, Theology of the Reformers, 91.
24
LW 35, 396.
25
LW 3, 220, WA 43, 32.
26
WA TR 4, 531, no. 4812.
27
Peter Meinhold, Luthers Sprachphilosophie (Berlin: Lutherisches Verlagshaus, 1958), 13. ‘einer göttlichen
Ordnung, in der menschliche Rede and göttlichen Geist zur Einheit zusammen geschlossen sind’.
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no difference is perceptible between the word of man and the Word of God when uttered
by a human being; for the voice is the same, the sound and pronunciation are the same,
whether you utter divine or human words.28
In the prophets the term ‘voice’ applies without exception to the ‘voice of the Lord’, so
that we must accept every word which is spoken as if the Lord himself were speaking, no
matter by whom it is spoken, and we must believe it, yield to it, and humbly subject our
reason to it.29

[p.33]
There abides a correspondence between God hiding in his humanity to reveal himself and
God hiding in human language to communicate with us. God’s descent into human language
is indeed God’s way of relating to us, not in a foreign language but in the day to day language
of human beings. Henceforth when we hear God’s Word spoken, we should obey it
wholeheartedly because ‘God does everything through the ministry of human beings’.30

Law and Gospel: an antithetical unity
Unlike Calvinistic preaching that tends to separate the gospel from the law, Luther insisted on
their antithetical unity.31 In a sermon preached in his home, 1532, Luther said, ‘When I preach
a sermon I take an antithesis’.32 In other words, he never proclaims God’s great ‘Yes’ without
at the same time proclaiming his terrifying ‘No’. Here the distinction between law and gospel,
Luther argued, must be made if we want to be great preachers.33 His hermeneutical distinction
between law and gospel, which corresponds to his antecedent distinction between the ‘Letter’
and the ‘Spirit’, forms two types of preaching.34
The words of the apostle, ‘The letter kills, the Spirit gives life’, might be said in other
words, thus: ‘The law kills, but the grace of God gives life’, or ‘Grace grants help and
does everything that the law demands, and yet is unable to do it by itself’.35

The Word of God comes to us in two forms, as law and as gospel. God first speaks his Word
of law, his alien work, which kills the sinner. Then he speaks his Word of gospel, his proper
work, which recreates the sinner through the forgiveness of sins.36 The law as his alien work
truly condemns, but so that we might be saved as his proper work. Law and gospel both
belong to the work of the revealed God. In Luther’s words:

28

LW 4, 140; WA 43, 236.
LW 25, 239-40; WA 56, 253.
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LW 3, 274; WA 43, 71.
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WA 36, 181 as quoted by John Doberstein, LW 51, xx.
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LW 26, 10.
34
Gerhard Ebeling, Luther. An Introduction to His Thought, trans. R.A. Wilson (Philadelphia: Fortress Press,
1972), 110ff.
35
Luther, ‘Concerning the Letter and the Spirit’, in Martin Luther’s Basic Theological Writings, ed. Timothy
Lull (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1989), 83.
36
Paul Althaus, The Theology of Martin Luther, trans. Robert C. Schultz (Philadelphia: Fortress press, 1966),
258. See also Donald G. Bloesch, Jesus Christ. Savior and Lord (Illinois: InterVarsity Press, 1997), 200, where
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for through the law all must be humbled and through the gospel all must be exalted. They
are alike in divine authority, but with respect to the fruit of ministry

[p.34]
they are unlike and completely opposed to each other.37

God’s assuring ‘Yes’ is hidden in his severe ‘No’. This double or contradictory act is done by
‘the same God who works everything in everyone’ (1 Cor. 12:6). God corresponds to himself
precisely in these two contradictory activities. The paradox of God’s being is that God kills in
order to make alive (1 Sam. 2:6). The law is not against God’s promises but leads to those
promises. The annihilating knowledge of God, revealed in the law is causally useful, if and
when it drives us into the arms of Christ. This is made very clear in his Galatians
commentary, where he wrote:
This does not mean that it was the chief purpose of God in giving the law only to cause
death and damnation... For the law is a Word that shows life and drives us towards it.
Therefore it was not given only for the sake of death. But this is its chief use and end: to
reveal death, in order that the nature and enormity of sin might thus become apparent. It
does not reveal death in a way that takes delight in it or that seeks to do nothing but kill
us. No, it reveals death in order that men may be terrified and humbled and thus fear...
Therefore the function of the law is only to kill, yet in such a way that God may be able
to make alive. Thus the law was not given merely for the sake of death, but because man
is proud and supposes that he is wise, righteous, and holy, therefore it is necessary that he
be humbled by the law, in order that this beast, the presumption of righteousness, may be
killed, since man cannot live unless it is killed.38

Thus for Luther, as for Paul, there is a preaching which is anything but saving, which works
the opposite of justifying grace. Through the preaching of the law, people are made aware of
the law’s power, which constantly accuses them, delivers them up to God’s wrath, to eternal
judgement and death. This bitter counter truth of God’s alien work must be preached,
otherwise we moralise our sin, placing it in the context of our enmity to God and God’s
enmity to us. The deepest antithesis is not between our sin and God’s grace, but between
God’s law and God’s grace. This antithesis, so offensive to moralists, requires revelation.
Luther deplored that the sermons of his day emphasised the works of the law, turning Christ’s
mediatorship into a judge, demanding from people a righteous living. The Bielian premise,
‘doing what lies within us’, was the presupposition of all medieval men. This Sasse explained:
[p.35]
For all medieval men the gospel was essentially the lex Christi, the law of Christ that man
must fulfil if he wants to be like the rich young man in Matthew 19. It is not accidental
that just this story together with Matthew 10 made such a deep impression on all
medieval men. This was to them real gospel, the answer to the question, ‘What shall I do
to inherit eternal life?’ ... Medieval men knew that only grace could save him, but he was
to do something to merit God’s grace. ‘No one who tries to do his best will be denied
grace’.39
37

LW 9, 178; WA 14, 676 (Lectures on Deuteronomy, 1525).
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This type of preaching precipitated in the earlier Luther hatred of Christ. ‘Christ was for me’,
said Luther, ‘not a Mediator, but a judge’.40 In his Table Talk, 1545, Luther wrote of his
evangelical breakthrough:
I was long in error under the papacy... until at last I came upon the saying in Romans
1:17: ‘The righteous lives by his faith’. That helped me. Then I saw of what
righteousness Paul speaks, where there stood in the text Iustitia, righteousness. Then I
became sure of my case, learnt to distinguish the righteousness of the law from the
righteousness of the gospel. Before, I lacked nothing but that I made no distinction
between law and gospel, held them to be all one.41

To counteract the one sidedness of medieval preaching, Luther insisted that proper preaching
must constitute both law and the gospel. Luther lamented that ‘for many centuries there has
been a remarkable silence about this (law and gospel) in all the schools and churches’.42 This
prolonged silence, he argued, contributed to an inadequate understanding of the doctrine of
justification43 Law and gospel must never be mixed, and it is the mark of a ‘real theologian’ to
know well how to radically distinguish between them.44 Both are parts of the same Word of
God. The ‘Pope has not only confused the law with gospel, but he changed the gospel into
mere laws’.45
[p.36]
When the law is presented as the gospel, the law itself is lost. The law-gospel distinction does
not mean a division or separation.
Nothing is more closely joined together than fear and trust, law and gospel, sin and grace,
they are so joined together that each is swallowed up by the other. Therefore there cannot
be any mathematical conjunction that is similar to this.46

A real preacher must diligently know and maintain the distinction between law and gospel,
without reducing the latter into the former nor rejecting the former completely in favour of the
latter. Both law and gospel are constitutive of the two functions of the same Word that
confronts the sinner, accusing him as his alien work and making him alive as his proper work.
Thus the ministry of the Word must proclaim both law and gospel. This Luther saw is God’s
will and commission, and this is precisely what Christ himself has done.47 Henceforth Luther
repudiated both legalism and antinomianism.
Both groups sin against the law: those on the right, who want to be justified through the
law, and those on the left, who want to be altogether free of the law. Therefore we must

Gabriel Biel and Late Medieval Nominalism (Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1963), 63-68, for a discussion of
‘nomini facienti quod in se est, deus non genegat gratiam’.
40
WA 40, 1, 326.
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WA TR V. 210.7ff as cited in Philip S. Watson, Let God be God (Philadelphia: Muhlenberg Press, 1950), 31,
n. 56.
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LW 26, 115, WA 40, I, 207.
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travel the royal road, so that we neither reject the law altogether or attribute more to it
than we should.48

The legalists, by their attempts to satisfy the law and to be liberated from it, have put
themselves all the more under its yoke. ‘That is a crab’s way of making progress, like
washing dirt with dirt!’49 This explains why the preaching of the law must be followed by the
preaching of the gospel.
We are not to preach only one of these words of God, but both: ... We must bring forth
the voice of the law that men may be made to fear and come to a knowledge of their sins
and so to repentance and a better life. But we must not stop with that, for that would only
amount to wounding and not building up, smiting and not healing, killing and not making
alive, leading down into hell and not bringing back again, humbling and not exalting.
Therefore we must also preach the word of grace and the promise of forgiveness by
which faith is taught and aroused... Accordingly man is consoled and exalted by faith in
the divine promise after he has been humbled and led to a knowledge of himself by the
threats and the fear of the divine law.50

[p.37]
The preaching of the law by itself, without the preaching of the gospel, works in us total
despair, which in turn might lead us to the new sin of hating God. However this despair may
be healed only when we hear the word of the gospel. The law is not God’s final word. The
negative aspects of the law―its terrors, judgements and death―are not the goal but only the
means in God’s hands.51 Thesis 18 of Luther’s Heidelberg Disputation reads: ‘It is certain
that man (through the law) must utterly despair of his own ability before he is prepared to
receive the grace of Christ’.52 The law, under the consolation of the gospel, becomes a
‘disciplinarian that drives a man to Christ’. This ‘is a comforting word and a true, genuine and
immeasurably joyful purpose of the law’. Being assured of this, Luther said: ‘I feel great
comfort and consolation, when I hear that the law is a disciplinarian to lead me to Christ
rather than a devil or a robber that trains me not in discipline but in despair.’53 The law by
itself works damnation, but with the gospel it works salvation.
The antinomians, on the other hand, taught that since the law contributes nothing to
justification, the preaching of it is superfluous. It suffices to preach the gospel, which by itself
could work repentance and forgiveness of sins. Although Luther agreed with them that the
law is not a way of salvation, he affirmed the disciplinary purpose of the law. To abolish the
law as the antinomians did is to abolish sin itself. ‘But if sin is abolished, then Christ has also
been done away with for there would no longer be any heed for him.’54 Not until we place
ourselves under the law, or under its terror would we be able to recognise the greatness of
what Christ does for us. The law was given with a view to justification. It is necessary that the
law be preached so that it might convict the sinner and drive him to Christ. The law makes
him despair of himself and his own ability so that he expects nothing from himself but
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everything from Christ. The knowledge of sin, which came through the law, is for Luther ‘a
great blessing’, that the inner might seek healing in the gospel.55 Since the law is God’s own
word, it must be preached and heard. To do otherwise, as the antinomians did, is to refuse to
hear the truth of God.
Did Christ put an end to the law? To the antinomians, yes. Luther faulted them for failing to
see the significance of the ‘duration of the time of the law’. This, Luther understood ‘literally
or spiritually’.56 ‘Literally: the law lasted until Christ... At that time Christ was baptised and
began to preach, when in a literal way the law... came to an end’57 There is a time for each to
fulfil its own proper function. Spiritually, the law does
[p.38]
not rule the conscience after ‘it has discharged its function by adequately disclosing the wrath
of God and creating terror. Here one must say: “Stop, law!” ’58 Now the gospel takes over,
puts an end to the accusing voice of the law and fills our hearts with joy and victory. This
does not mean, as Forde recognises, the gospel puts an end to the voice of the law, rather puts
an end to the negative voice of the law.59 The role of the law as ‘our custodian’ comes to an
end with the coming of Christ.
The theological use of the law continues to function in the life of the Christian, but as a
‘schoolmaster’.60 The Christian is never beyond law and gospel, which are ‘radically distinct
from each other and mutually contradictory but very closely joined in experience’.61 Paul
indicates this when he says that ‘we who are terrified by the law may taste the sweetness of
grace, the forgiveness of sins, and deliverance from the law, sin and death, which are not
acquired by works but are grasped by faith alone’.62 We are confined under a custodian, the
law, not forever but until Christ, who is the end of the law (Rom. 10:4). When faith comes,
says Luther, the ‘theological prison of the law’ comes to an end. ‘Therefore you are being
afflicted by this prison, not to do you harm but to re-create you through the Blessed Offspring.
You are being killed by the law in order to be made alive through Christ’.63
God’s wrath remains a reality in an ongoing tension, side by side with God’s love. ‘A
Christian is not someone who has no sin or feels no sin, he is someone to whom... God does
not impute his sin’ for Christ’s sake.64 He is ‘a sinner in fact, but a righteous man by the sure
imputation and promise of God that he will continue to deliver him from sin until he has
completely cured him’.65 Insofar as the person is a sinner, he cannot escape the terrifying
voice of the law that could only be stopped by the gospel. Nestingen writes appropriately of
Luther’s sense of the end of the law: ‘One of the benefits of Christ is that the law loses its
power. The Word and faith take the hearer beyond the law, so that it can be spoken of as
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ending, as “no longer” being in force’.66 ‘Insofar as Christ is raised in us’, the law is ‘quieted’
or ‘emptied’ of its accusation.67 Preaching Christ is not a discursive act, as is done in the
university; rather it is the actual bestowal of Christ’s benefits on the hearer. Luther says,
‘Preaching Christ means to feed the soul, make it righteous, set it free, and save it’.68 The
word is the power of Christ functioning
[p.39]
in the act of preaching, through the preacher’s mouth, to effect what has been proclaimed.

Preaching Christ as sacrament and example
Christ is the content of preaching. Should we preach Christ as Saviour only or as example
only? Or both? For Luther, it is not either/or, but both/and, because ‘Scripture presents Christ
in two ways. First as a gift... Secondly... as an example for us to imitate’.69 The sequential
order must be observed: Christ as gift must necessarily precede Christ as an example. One
must observe its proper time in which both forms of preaching are done. With Augustine,
Luther adopted the Sacrament and example Christology. Commenting on Galatians 2:20,
‘with Christ I have been crucified’, Luther explained:
Saint Augustine teaches that the suffering Christ is both a sacrament and an example... a
sacrament because it signifies the death of sin in us and grants it to those who believe, an
example because it also behoves us to imitate him in bodily suffering and dying.70

Furthermore he insisted that Paul’s phrase ‘putting on Christ’ (Gal. 3:27) has double meaning.
Putting on Christ is understood in two ways: according to the law and according to the gospel.
According to the law (Rom. 13:14), ‘Put on the Lord Jesus Christ’: that is, imitate the
example and virtues of Christ. ‘Do and suffer what he did and suffered’. So also 1 Peter 2:21:
‘Christ suffered for us leaving us an example that we should follow in his steps’. In Christ we
see the height of patience, gentleness and love, and an admirable moderation in all things. We
ought to put on this adornment of Christ, that is, imitate these virtues.
To put on Christ according to the gospel however, is a matter not of imitation but of the
rebirth and renewal that takes place in baptism. Paul is speaking about a ‘putting on’, not by
imitation but by birth.71
Christ’s sacrificial death includes both the sacrament―what Christ has done for us in the
cross―and the example―what Christ has done before us. ‘When we have put on Christ as the
role of our righteousness and salvation, then we must put on Christ also as the garment of
imitation’.72 The appropriate response to the sacrament of the crucified Christ is faith. In lieu
of the medieval imitation of Christ Luther emphasised the
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[p.40]
pre-eminence of ‘abstract faith’, which means ‘putting on Christ and having all things in
common with him’.73 This faith ‘conjoins the soul with Christ like a bride with her
bridegroom’, making the believer and Christ into ‘one person’.74 Following his break with
scholasticism and throughout the course of his career Luther constantly upheld that abstract
faith alone justifies our being and our deeds. All that is required of the believer is to ‘cling in
faith to this man, Christ―that is the sufficient and necessary condition’ by which he receives
in pure passivity Christ’s ‘alien’ righteousness.75
Luther nevertheless introduced in his discussion of the relationship between faith and works,
another concept of faith―that is ‘incarnate faith’ which he distinguished from ‘abstract faith’.
We also distinguish faith in this way, that sometimes faith is understood apart from work and
sometimes with the work. For just as a craftsman speaks about his material in different ways...
so the Holy Spirit speaks about faith in different ways in Scripture: sometimes, if I may speak
this way, about an abstract or an absolute faith and sometimes about a concrete, composite, or
incarnate faith.76
Since ‘faith is followed by works as the body is followed by its shadow’, says Luther, ‘[it
becomes] impossible to separate works from faith, quite as impossible to separate heat and
light from fire’.77 He writes of Paul, ‘it is true that faith alone justifies, without works, but I
am speaking about genuine faith, which, after it has justified, will not go to sleep but is active
through love’.78 Real faith must be active, seeking its concretization and validation in good
works. The fruits bear testimony to the tree that produces them. The theological impetus to act
is understood as the inherent consequence of Luther’s understanding of faith itself―that is
faith as incarnate faith. At times when criticised by Karlstadt and the Anabaptists for dividing
the Christian life into two areas, Luther asserts faith as incarnate faith: ‘[I]f good works do not
follow it is certain that this faith in Christ does not dwell in our hearts’.79 The idea of
incarnate faith helped Luther to meet Karlstadt’s and the Anabaptists’ accusation that he had
divorced faith from works.
While at times Luther speaks of abstract faith―‘faith without works’―at other times he even
speaks of an antithetical relationship between faith and works. This is evident in his
statements: ‘Faith does not perform work, it believes in Christ’; ‘all that is kept is faith, which
justifies and makes alive’.80 It is from this perspective that Luther repudiated
[p.41]
the soteriology of the Anabaptists for suggesting that the believer ‘must suffer many things...
and imitate the example of Christ’, arguing instead that faith ‘learns about Christ and grasps
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him without having to bear the cross’.81 This is made clear in Luther’s commentary on
Galatians 5:8, where he writes, ‘The Anabaptists have nothing in their entire teaching more
impressive than the way they emphasise the example of Christ and the bearing of the cross’,
but we must distinguish ‘when Christ is proclaimed as a gift and when as an example. Both
forms of proclamation have their different time, if this is not observed, the proclamation of
salvation becomes a curse’.82 Here his pastoral advice on the proper time in which preaching
is done is relevant:
To those who are afraid and have already been terrified by the burden of their sins, Christ
the saviour and the gift should be announced, not Christ the example and the lawgiver.
But to those who are smug and stubborn the example of Christ should be set forth, lest
they use the gospel as a pretext for the freedom of the flesh, and thus become smug.83

The function of the imitation of Christ corresponds to the function of the law as an alien work,
leading us into inner conflict, death and hell―not that we should perish, but that we might
cleave to the prior and proper work of Christ’s saviourhood. Good works performed in
imitation of Christ will inevitably end in despair and failure. ‘What in example the Lord has
placed before our eyes’, says Luther, ‘but we cannot equal it: our light is like a burning straw
against the sin’.84 Our failure and despair remind us that we are still a saint and a sinner at the
same time; they reveal ‘how much we are still lacking’ in our faith, and which could only be
healed by embracing Christ again, but as our saviour, God’s gift to us.85 This explains why
Luther admitted this:
But I will not let this Christ be presented to me as exemplar except at a time of rejoicing,
when I am out of reach of temptations (when I can hardly attain a thousandth part of his
example), so that I may have a mirror in which to contemplate how much I am still
lacking, lest I become smug. But in the time of tribulation I will not listen to or accept
Christ except as a gift.86

[p.42]

The Preaching of the Word and the Holy Spirit
How does the preached Word becomes a personal word? How does one become convinced of
God’s redemptive act on the cross? In The Magnificat, 1521, Luther explained, ‘No one can
correctly understand God or his Word unless he has received such understanding immediately
from the Holy Spirit... outside of which nothing is learned but empty words and prattle’.87 The
Holy Spirit’s work is not to reveal God apart from the incarnate Word. It is not his office to
fill our hearts with other glory than the glory of the cross. The Spirit creates faith in Christ.
Faith, a gift of the Spirit, is justifying faith―faith in the incarnate and crucified Christ, which
believes against reason and all appearances.
Luther’s understanding of the Spirit emerges in clear fashion in his response to the
charismatic challenges to his understanding of the doctrine of salvation. The central question
addressed by Luther in his inquiry about Karlstadt is ‘What makes a person a Christian?’ To
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Luther, we are related to God through Jesus Christ, and are to trust him alone for salvation,
not in the inner or mystical life nor in outward behaviour. So, says Luther,
My brother, cling firmly to the order of God. According to it the putting to death of the
old man, wherein we following the example of Christ, as Peter says (1 Peter 2:21), does
not come first, as this devil (Karlstadt) urges but come last. No one can mortify the flesh,
bear the cross, and follow the example of Christ before he is a Christian and has Christ
through faith in his heart as an eternal creature. You can’t put the old nature to death, as
these prophets do, through works, but through the hearing of the gospel. Before all other
works and acts you hear the Word of God, through which the Spirit convinces the world
of its sin (John 8). When we acknowledge our sin, we hear the grace of Christ. In this
Word the Spirit comes and gives faith where and to whom he wills. Then you proceed to
the mortification and the cross and the works of love. Whoever wants to propose to you
another order, you can be sure, is of the devil. Such is the spirit of this Karlstadt.88

The work of the Holy Spirit is to create faith by hearing the Word which in proclamation
comes from outside of us. Luther’s quarrel with Karlstadt, Müntzer and others is that they
invert this order.
Dr Karlstadt and these spirits replace the highest with the lowest, the best with

[p.43]
the least, the first with the last. Yet he would be considered the greatest spirit of all, he
who has devoured the Holy Spirit feathers and all.89

The Word and the Spirit are closely related like the voice and breath in speaking. One cannot
separate the voice from the breath. Whoever refuses to hear the voice gets nothing out of the
breath either’.90 God who comes by the way of the cross deals with His in a two-fold manner:
first ‘outwardly’, then ‘inwardly’.
Outwardly he deals with us through the oral word of the gospel and through material signs,
that is baptism and the sacrament of the altar. Inwardly he deals with us through the Holy
Spirit, faith, and other gifts. Whatever their measure or order, the outward factors should and
must precede. The inward experience follows and is effected by the outward. God has
determined to give no one the Spirit or faith except through the outward. For he wants to give
no one the Spirit or faith outside of the outward Word and sign instituted by him, as he says in
Luke 16:29, ‘Let them hear Moses and the prophets’. Accordingly Paul calls baptism a
‘washing of regeneration’ wherein God ‘richly pours out the Holy Spirit’ (Titus 3:5). The oral
gospel is ‘the power of God for salvation to everyone who has faith’ (Rom. 1:16).91
The order of salvation in Luther’s theology begins with the Word addressing us, outside of us,
through preaching of what Christ has done for us, followed by the Word being heard and
believed, and thereby we are saved by calling upon God.
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This order is constituted by the ‘whole root and origin of salvation’ which ‘lies in God who
sends’.92 Luther elaborates:
For these four points are so interrelated that the one follows upon the other, and the last is
the cause and antecedent of all the others, that is, it is impossible for them to hear unless
they are preached to; and from this, that it is impossible for them to believe if they do not
hear, and then it is impossible for them to call upon God if they do not believe, and
finally it is impossible for them to be saved if they do not call upon God.93

While preaching is indispensable to the engendering of faith, it is the work of the Holy Spirit
to give faith in the heart. Here we see that Luther’s view differs from
[p.44]
Augustine’s. Jansen notes:
Augustine emphasised the following: the Spirit, who is none other than God himself, is
given to us as grace, awakens in us love for God. Here Luther took over the basic
structure of this Augustinian thought but filled it differently. Faith as the effect of the
Holy Spirit appears in Luther instead of love.94

The work of the Holy Spirit is related to the Word and the community of the Word, as Luther
expressly says:
The creation is past and redemption is accomplished, but the Holy Spirit carries his work
unceasingly until the last day. For this purpose he has appointed a community on earth,
through which he speaks and does all his work. For he has not yet gathered together all
his Christian people, nor has he completed the granting of forgiveness. Therefore we
believe in him who daily brings us into this community through the Word, and imparts,
increases, and strengthens faith through the same Word and the forgiveness of sins.95

The same idea also appears in his gospel sermon preached on a Pentecost Sunday in 1522:
It is a faithful saying that Christ has accomplished everything, has removed sin and
overcome every enemy, so that through him we are lords over all things. But the treasure
lies yet in one pile; it is not yet distributed nor invested. Consequently, if we are to
possess it, the Holy Spirit must come and teach our hearts to believe and say: I, too, am
one of those who are to have this treasure.96

The work of the Holy Spirit thus is to communicate to us the gospel that, in Christ’s cross and
resurrection, the divine blessing has conquered the divine curse. ‘The work [redemption] is
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finished and completed, Christ has acquired and won the treasure for us by his sufferings,
death and resurrection, etc’.
But if the work remained hidden and no one knew of it, it would have been all in vain, lost. In
order that this treasure might not be buried but put to use and enjoyed,
[p.45]
God has caused the Word to be published and proclaimed, in which he has given the Holy
Spirit to offer and apply to us this treasure of salvation. Therefore to sanctify is nothing else
than to bring us to the Lord Christ to receive this blessing, which we could not obtain by
ourselves.97
The Holy Spirit is ‘the mediator of the real presence of Christ in faith’.98 Thus to spurn
knowing the Father in the Son loses all knowledge of God. It is by the Holy Spirit that are we
led to see God in the flesh, in whom the Father is mirrored.99 The God who came to us in
Christ is the same God who comes as the Holy Spirit. More fully:
Although the whole world has sought painstakingly to learn what God is and what he
thinks and does, yet it has never succeeded in the least. But here you have everything in
richest measure. In these three articles God has revealed and opened to us the most
profound depths of his fatherly heart, his sheer, unutterable love. He created us for this
very purpose, to redeem and sanctify us. Moreover... we could never come to recognise
the Father’s favour and grace were it not for the Lord Christ, who is the mirror of the
Father’s heart. Apart from him we know nothing but an angry and terrible judge. But
neither could we know anything of Christ, had it not been revealed by the Holy Spirit.100

The Holy Spirit is a ‘real and divine sphere of revelation in which the risen Christ alone is
present, (not as) an idea (but as) a redemptive reality’.101
By this Holy Spirit, as a living, eternal, divine gift and endowment, all believers are
adorned with faith and other spiritual gifts, raised from the dead, freed from sin, and
made joyful and confident, free and secure in their conscience.102

The Spirit confers in our hearts the assurance that God wills to be our Father, forgive our sin,
and bequeath eternal life on us.
We should, therefore, not believe the gospel because the church has approved it,

[p.46]
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but rather because we feel that it is the Word of God... Everyone may be certain of the
gospel when he has the testimony of the Holy Spirit in his own person that this is the
gospel.103

The Spirit comes to us, says Luther, in order to ‘inculcate the sufferings of Christ for the
benefit of our salvation’.104
It is easy enough for someone to preach the word to me, but only God can put it into my
heart. He must speak it in my heart, or nothing at all will come of it. If God remains
silent, the final effect is as though nothing had been said.105

The activity of the Holy Spirit is intrinsically bound to the Word that is spoken. Except the
Holy Spirit draws, no one would come. But how does God draw us? This Luther explains:
When God draws us, he is not like a hangman, who drags a thief up the ladder to the
gallows, but he allures and coaxes us in a friendly fashion, as a kind man attracts people
by his amiability and cordiality, and everyone willingly goes to him. Thus God, too,
gently draws people to himself, so that they abide with him willingly and happily.106

Why do some repent earlier while others much later? Here Luther gives credence to the
freedom of the Holy Spirit so that the control is taken out of the preacher’s hand. The Holy
Spirit works freely through the word in the manner appropriate to the specific context. In
some cases, the word, which has been preached many years ago, may remain in the heart
without effect; then God’s Spirit comes, and ‘effectively calls to mind and enkindles in our
hearts’, gives new power to the formerly preached word, making it finally effective.107 It is
God who works all in all. The ‘whomever’ and the ‘whenever’, Luther argues, is the Spirit’s
prerogative, which we could do nothing except to submit to his working. In his words:
God wills that we should teach the law. When we have done this he himself shall see who
will be converted by it. He will certainly turn anyone whom he wishes to repentance
whenever God wills... The gospel is for all but not all believe. The

[p.47]
law is for all but not everyone feels the power and significance of the law. I thus repent
whenever God strikes me with the law and with gospel. We are not able to say anything
about the time and the hour. God himself knows when he wills to convert me.108

Why does preaching not meet with the same level of effectiveness? Why does the Holy spirit
work efficaciously in some and not in others? Why do some respond favourably, while others
reject the gospel? His answer is this: [T]his has not been revealed to us but rather is to be left
to the judgement of God’. Our task, he says, is to remain faithful to preaching and hearing,
and ‘leave the matter in God’s hands; he will move whatever hearts he wills’.109 Contrary to
the enthusiasts who emphasise human preparation to receive the Holy Spirit, Luther affirmed
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that God’s word enters my heart without any preparation or help on my part.110 There is only
one ‘true preparation’―to hear or read or preach the word. The efficacy of preaching does not
lie in human power or techniques, but rather in God’s power.111

Conclusion
The uniqueness of Luther’s theology of preaching lies in that preaching is not mere human
speech about God, rather it is God’s own speech to human beings. Preaching is indeed the
minister’s activity; it is also God’s activity. When we hear the sermon, we do not hear the
pastor. The voice is his, but the words he uses are really spoken by God. God meets human
beings through the agency of human voice. Preaching is God’s Word speaking to us, not a
rehashing of the old stories. Wingren’s words elucidates most succinctly Luther’s view:
[P]reaching, in so far as it is Biblical preaching, is God’s own speech to man, is very difficult
to maintain in practice. Instead it is very easy to slip into the idea that preaching is only
speech about God. Such a slip once made, gradually alters the picture of God, so that he
becomes the far-off deistic God who is remote from the preached word and is only spoken
about as we speak about someone who is absent.112
[p.48]
Luther’s God is not an impassive deity of the Greeks, but an ever-present deity who hides in
human speech, who is active in preaching through human voice. Accordingly, the faithful
hearers will respond: ‘Pay attention, we are hearing God’s speech’.
Right preachers should diligently and faithfully teach only the Word of God and must seek
only his honour and praise. Likewise the hearers should also say: I do not believe in my
pastor, but he tells me of another Lord, whose name is Christ: him he shows to me, I will
listen to him, in so far as he leads me to the true Teacher and Master, God’s Son.113
Preachers must assume the ‘right to speak’, though not the ‘power to accomplish’.114 It is
God’s good pleasure to shine his Word in the heart with law and gospel, but not without the
external, spoken Word. What an office, a name and an honour of preachers to be ‘God’s coworkers’ to achieve his purpose!115
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